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Vulcan's Forge is a Pocket TOS novel - the first in the Vulcan series - written by Josepha Sherman& Susan Shwartz.
Published by Pocket Books, it was first released in hardback in August Vulcan's Forge is a Pocket TOS novel - the first
in the Vulcan series - written by Josepha Sherman& Susan Shwartz.

Plot[ edit ] Enterprise is ordered to Vulcan after 31 humans die in the bombing of the United Earth Embassy,
including Vice-Admiral Forrest , who is killed saving the life of Ambassador Soval. This is possible since
although they claim peaceful tenets, they follow a "corrupted" form of the teachings of the Vulcan philosopher
and father of Vulcan logic, Surak. They soon encounter another traveller, calling himself Arev, who assists,
but remains distrustful of them. A sand-fire storm kills Arev, but before he dies, he forcefully performs a mind
meld with Archer to transfer his katra. Commander Tucker and he then examine security scans near a
checkpoint in the embassy and single out a hooded man holding a suspicious package. Furthermore, they
notice that the guard at the checkpoint seems to already know who the bomber is. Though it violates standard
Vulcan ethics, Phlox and Tucker consider a mind meld, and Soval decides to perform it himself. Soval then
resolves to inform the High Command. Production[ edit ] Production on the episode began on September 14, ,
and ran through to September The standing sets were used for the first three days of filming. Further sets were
created to represent the Vulcan Embassy and portions of the Forge. The final two days were filmed on site in
Simi Valley in southern California, which doubled as the main areas of the Forge. The property used in the
valley was owned by mining company P. Gillibrand, which was near property owned by Vulcan Materials
Company. Optical effects were added to represent the firestorm and the sehlat. The Animated Series episode "
Yesteryear ". Visual effects producer Dan Curry said that the team "looked at the animated series and it just
looked nice and pleasant, so I did a couple of sketches to do a reinterpretation of it to make it look scary, but
not be too radical a departure from the original". Additional care was taken to create the fur so that close-ups
could be used if required. The arc was created to address the differences between Vulcans seen in the early
seasons of Enterprise and those seen in Star Trek series set in later periods. Executive producer Manny Coto
said that during the storyline, "we will begin to see Vulcans approaching what they were in the later eras". He
went on to direct the episode " Affliction " later in season four. This means that it was seen by 1.
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Chapter 2 : Star Trek: Vulcan's Forge (Adapted) Audiobook | Josepha Sherman, Susan Shwartz | calendrie
"The Forge" is the seventh episode of the fourth season of the American science-fiction television Star Trek: Enterprise,
and originally aired on November 19, , on UPN.

Share A tragic incident shakes human- Vulcan relations to the core when a bomb is set off in a protected area
of the United Earth Embassy that claims 43 lives, including that of Admiral Forrest. The bomb detonated just
before the High Command may have been announcing its intent to conduct joint missions with Starfleet. In the
throes of the blast, Forrest actually saved the life of an extremely grateful Soval. With the embassy officially
on Earth soil, Captain Jonathan Archer is to handle the official investigation. She is a member of the
Syrrannites, a zealous Vulcan sect that believes in â€” among other Vulcan taboos â€” the practice of
mind-melding. Syrrannites follow a corrupted form of the teachings of Surak , the father of Vulcan logic who
is considered the most important Vulcan who ever lived. Despite the frosty relations Soval has weathered with
Archer, he tells the captain that they must team up to find the culprit? However, their journey will take them
across a horrific swath of Vulcan desert known as "The Forge,? As Archer leaves the ship for the inhospitable
territory, he warns Trip not to trust the Vulcans aboard as the crew tends to a sick bay full of injured bomb
victims. Then, Trip and Phlox make a fateful discovery when they determine that the DNA on the bomb
fragment has been forged. Determined to find out the true criminal, Trip reviews security tapes from those
admitted to the embassy the morning of the tragedy and pinpoints one possible suspect. He realizes that one of
the injured in sickbay was the guard who would have seen, admitted, recognized â€” and known â€” the
culprit. But Phlox warns that the guard is in a coma. Still, Trip is certain that they must have some recourse in
finding out more from the man, and suggests to Soval the possibility of a mind-meld. Initially, Soval is aghast
at the prospects but soon realizes he has no choice if they hope to find out more about how this tragedy could
have happened. Soval performs the mind-meld himself and â€” to his surprise â€” realizes that Stel planted the
bomb. Yet despite the repercussions he may endure, Soval is committed to telling the High Command what he
knows? Anyone who performs a mind-meld with this certain Syrrannite also touches the mind of Surak. Then,
an explosion rips through the cave, and Syrran is gravely injured. As Archer tries to help the dying Vulcan,
Syrran performs a mind meld on an unwitting Archer. Immediately they are attacked, and Archer is threatened
with a knife to his neck; the Syrrannites have no idea that he holds the mind â€” and persona â€” of their
revered leader.
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Vulcan's Forge (Star Trek) [Susan Shwartz, Josepha Sherman] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Just over a year ago, Captain James T. Kirk was lost to the Nexus while saving the U.S.S. Enterprise B
from destruction.

Her heart felt like it was going to burst from her chest, and pain rippled down her side at every step and
heaving breath. Severe bruising-] Not now! The book of strategy said that in any parahuman fight: Now she
was bolting pell-mell through the streets and alleys of the docks area of Brockton Bay, Lung on her heels. The
close call fueled her panicked sprint. Unfortunately, even in his base state the man was over six feet tall and
built like a boxing champion; his long legs ate the distance between them, and ramped up or not he still had
his pyrokinesis. The urban decay of the Docks rose up around her as she suddenly jerked right and fled down a
side street. She was almost to Empire 88 territory and the hope that the Nazi-wannabe gangers would focus
more on the Asian man than the blonde girl- The fireball hit her on the right arm, bursting across her elbow
and spraying across her back, hip, and the side of her head. She screamed at the sudden agony; absolutely the
worst thing to do, as she suddenly inhaled superheated air. Pain burst from the center of her chest outward, and
she nearly blacked out mid-stride; she tumbled, her nose and face hitting the concrete sidewalk, drops of hurt
lost in a sea. A pair of bare feet entered her blurred vision; Lung bent down and lifted the sobbing girl by what
was left of her hair, holding her up so that he could glare into her one working eye. Lung jerked in surprise,
head turning to glare at something on her blind side. Whatever he saw so alarmed him that he grew several
inches on the spot. There is no reason to kill her. Emotions absent or highly suppressed. This girl belongs to
me, and you will not interfere! She crashed into the brick front of a long-abandoned accounting office and
flopped limply to the ground, the pain surging and overwhelming her. She struggled to stay conscious, to
witness her own fate; there was a strange, high-pitched whirring noise followed by the sound of a body hitting
the ground. Lung snarled, but it was slurred, gaining in strength as she heard him struggle to his feet. There
were several barely-audible chirps- [Energy weapon, nonlethal. Wielder increasing output-] The ground
shivered as Lung charged with a bestial shout. Tattletale struggled to see -- she needed to see. But shock was
setting in, the pain of her wounds feeling further away as darkness dragged her down- When Lisa woke up she
wasâ€¦ actually rather surprised, to be honest. Licking her lips as she forced her eyes open, she swallowed as
she tried to bring some moisture to her dry mouth. Her vision seemed blurry, and her mouth tingled -- not with
pain, but a strange feeling of over-sensitivity, like the fresh skin under a sunburn. She shivered despite being
covered in some kind of thin but warm blanket. She repeated it to herself like a mantra until the shivering
stopped: She remembered the voice: Clearly her saviourâ€¦ who had it been? Lifting her head, she tried to get
a feel for where-ever she was. She lay on a bed, narrow but soft, high-standing and with the head set against
the nearby wall. Another was set a few feet away, and on the wall above that one was a panel sitting dark; a
glance above her revealed the same panel, but this one was lit up with medical readings: Curious, she tried
propping herself up -- and nearly rolled off the bed onto the floor. It covered the stump and blinked with the
odd light and featured a single thin, glowing band. A man had emerged from a small office to the side of the
room and was walking toward her with a stern gaze. Before she could react he placed a hand on her upper
chest and gently but firmly forced her to lie back. Before she could protest he had tapped some controls on the
wall behind her causing the bed to adjust itself, elevating her to a comfortable position. He was tall and almost
entirely bald, with dark eyes and thick eyebrows over a face that seemed frozen into a permanent expression of
exasperated rebuke. She reached for her power, to find out what kind of man he was, and who he maybe
worked for- Silence. Her power gave her nothing, not even the useless noise that it was happy to supply when
she let it too far off the leash. Usually she had to actively suppress it, but now when she tugged and pulled at
where it should have been, not even the most obvious facts bubbled up. It was like it was gone. Panic balled
up in her chest again -- she often cursed her power, but to have it suddenly absent left her with a gaping hole.
Stern, confident, and vaguely impatient. This was her secret base? The doctor seemed to be barely paying
attention to her, glancing up at the display panel and lightly pulling down on her cheek to glare at her eye. The
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feel of his fingers on her bare skin alerted her to something else: Do you want to know what it is? Instead she
had to fish in her mind and memories for something appropriately savage, her mouth opening and closing
silently. He finally looked at her, ignoring her impotent rage. Putting his tinkertech down on the side of the
bed he grabbed her by the chin and held up one finger, moving it back and forth. An eye is small and can be
cloned quicklyâ€¦ I replaced it and regenerated the surrounding tissue and dermis before you woke up. But she
could see perfectly, and as she touched that side of her face with her remaining hand she felt only smooth,
unharmed skin. She remembered Lung lifting her by the hair, and as she traced backwards she felt the scratchy
remains of the hair that had been burned off. He saw her movement, his mouth bending in amusement as he
touched his own bald pate. Your lungs only had a little bit of damage, easily fixed. In fact, it clearly was a 3D
printer as a shimmering beam played back and forth over what was unmistakably a human arm and hand
floating in some kind of clear liquid. Her anger at the obnoxious man evaporated, replaced with reliefâ€¦ and
disbelief. Besides, what would I do with your money, anyway? Even the most altruistic biotinker what else
could he be? Her cynicism warred with hope, the gratefulness that she was alive and would be whole
contesting her experience that everyone wanted something. Finally, she decided she was too tired to argue or
bargain. He picked up a cylindrical device and pressed it against her throat, where it hissed briefly. Other than
the chill of the metal she felt nothing, but suddenly her eyelids were leaden weights. When Lisa woke the
second time, the first thing she noticed was that her vision was much better, and the odd tingling of her face
and mouth had eased to the point where it was easily ignored. The second thing she noticed was that she was
really hungry. The doctor had lowered her bed while she slept, but after a moment of fishing for the controls
difficult, since she had to reach across herself to work them with her left arm she managed to get it lifted
again. Even as she did, the man came striding into the room. His eyes beseeched the heavens. So she kept
silent, playing it close. Instead, she gave him baleful eyes. How could you not be? Look at all this! Only
Tinkers can work with Tinkertech, everyone knows that. Everything you see is constructed on the basis of
sound scientific principles, and those principles are understood. She closed her eyes and nodded with sagely
gravity. Can I ask that? You know my name. How could you not have a name? Then stared some more. Even
his hands felt real when he touched her. He was a hologram? Or, at least, she constructed the base algorithms
and used an iterative process to arrive at my personality matrix. Unfortunately in a facility with a single
organic resident any medical situation is an emergency. One that not only could talk and understand, but was
actually kind of a snarky asshole. He swatted her hand away with an annoyed expression as she tried to pinch
his cheek. The concepts behind artificial cognition is understood, even at your technological level. There are
numerous type-Is and -IIs, simple command and control intelligences which help run the facility. What would
you like to eat? And a juice box. This was an AI? Taking her sass as agreement, he turned and walked over to
an alcove in the nearby wall. He tapped on the screen above it of course it was a touchscreen and flipped
through some option lists with an expert hand, the device chirping cheerfully as he did. Then a tray
materialized, holding a plate of chicken tenders, a grilled cheese cut into cute triangles, and a generic white
juice box complete with bendy straw. Spun from the air, as if by magic. The doctor rolled his eyes.
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Star Trek: The Original Series: Vulcan's Forge - Kindle edition by Josepha Sherman, Susan Shwartz. Download it once
and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.

Scotty has retired and the rest of the bridge crew is trying to get on with their lives. McCoy and Spock are still
mourning the loss of Kirk and for Spock the loss of his mother. So much loss in such a short amount of time.
So the story is divided into three parts. David and Spock met before the ceremony that would have made
Spock an adult in the eyes of Vulcan. Both are kidnapped by a Vulcan who has lost his mind and is
determined to overturn all the teachings and peace that Surak has brought Vulcan. The boys escape but come
back to help the others that are still with Sered. Jump ahead to present day and Spock is in command of a
science vessel named Intrepid II. The crew has come to help with a Federation protectorate Obsidian. Mission
that the Federation is trying to accomplish is in trouble do to sabotage. Spock and McCoy go down to the
planet to try and find a solution to the troubles. LIttle do they know that Spock and David will come face to
face with an old enemy. While on the planet Spock leaves Uhara in charge of the ship. Uhara is soon bluffing
her way out of trouble with an enemy that has crossed the neutral zone and is probably part of the reason for
all the trouble Captain Rabin is having. It is nice to see at least some of the old bridge crew together for one
last adventure. There are also some very sad parts to this story. The saddest part is that Spock and Sarek never
seem to get past their problems which I find very illogical. They keep having the same argument over and over
with no results in sight. That is one of the things that I would like to see in one of these books is a final
resolution to the differences that these men have. That of course never happens even in the series. I enjoyed
this story and I look forward to the next book. I miss this group very much and wish there had been more
movies are another series with all these people.
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Vulcan's Forge (novel) article at Memory Alpha, the wiki for canon Star Trek. This article is a stub relating to an author,
illustrator or other publishing production information. You can help our database by expanding on it.

But while still in mourning for one friend he must come to the aid of another. While reflecting on his youthful
adventure with Rabin â€” the adventure that set him on the path to Starfleet â€” Spock joins with him to face
an enemy out of their shared past and confront deadly Romulan treachery. In the process, Spock will decide if
the path of his life now leads back toward the family traditions he had once sought to escape. Excerpts of
copyrighted sources are included for review purposes only, without any intention of infringement. The story
reveals the cold logic of the Vulcan mind, the ruthless pragmatism of the Romulans , and the violent passion
that sometimes erupts between them. The story introduces David Rabin, a Human who befriends Spock at his
presentation at Mount Seleya , and the plot shows two intersections in the lives of Spock and Rabin, once as
boys and then years later when both have the rank of Starfleet captain. The two plot lines run in parallel. In the
earlier plot line, a dissident Vulcan visionary named Sered disrupts a ceremony at Mount Seleya and takes a
group of hostages, both Vulcan and visiting Federation dignitaries. In a confused melee involving
hallucinogenic lichen and improvised weapons , Spock kills a Romulan to protect the hostages. Raised to
respect life, even to the point of being a vegetarian, Spock is forced to take a life to protect others for the first
time. He realizes that his curiosity about the universe is too large to be contained by the Vulcan Science
Academy , and that peace sometimes requires effective action to secure the needs of the many. The conflict
between Spock and Sarek erupts for the first time here. When the wells of Kalara City are poisoned and the
storehouses set ablaze, Rabin suspects the forces moving against him are more than just local malcontents.
Spock comes to the aid of his old friend Rabin, while Dr. Obsidian is a pre-industrial world with crowded
cities and nomadic tribes, giving a Lawrence of Arabia cast to the setting. The local hermit mahdi turns out to
be a certain familiar Vulcan, with a new contingent of Romulan henchmen. McCoy is captured by natives and
Romulans. The story ends with logical introspection and a new transition. The pair were asked separately by
Pocket editor John Ordover about contributing a story, but Sherman approached Shwartz about collaborating
on a Spock tale. The paperback edition of this novel contained Chapter Ten of the serialized novel Starfleet:
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The name "Vulcan's Forge", based primarily on the Olympian god known to the ancient Greeks (Hellenes) as
"Hephaestus" (it was the Romans who called him "Vulcan"), and who was called "The Blacksmith Of The Gods",
originated in a Star Trek fanzine from

Physical characteristics[ edit ] A female Star Trek Vulcan cosplayer demonstrating the Vulcan salute Vulcans
are depicted as similar in appearance to humans. The main physical differences are their eyebrows and ears:
The ears have been the subject of jokes on many occasions. Vulcans have been portrayed as various races.
Other features described include an inner eyelid, or nictitating membrane , which protects their vision from
bright lights, an adaptation for their bright, hot home world. McCoy once says about Spock: In the Star Trek
original series TOS episode " All Our Yesterdays ", Spock willingly consumes meat; partly as a result of the
effects of time travel 5, years into the past, and partly because he reasons there is no other suitable food
available given the harsh, ice-age climate in which they are trapped; he later expresses regret at his
consumption of the meat. Vulcans do not like to touch their food with their hands, preferring to use utensils
whenever possible though there are numerous cases where Vulcans have broken this rule. It is a Vulcan
custom for guests in the home to prepare meals for their hosts Star Trek: Vulcans are said to not drink alcohol,
though they are depicted indulging on special occasions or as a storyline warrants. In the Star Trek: Voyager
episode " Repression ", humans and Vulcans are shown drinking a Vulcan alcoholic drink called "Vulcan
Brandy ". In the TOS episode " The Enterprise Incident ", as part of his diversionary role during an espionage
mission against the Romulans , Spock shares a drink known as Romulan ale with the female Romulan
commander. McCoy , while serving himself and Captain Kirk , observes that he had no expectation that Spock
would be joining them in a drink for fear that the alcohol would affect his logic faculties. First Contact , when
the Vulcans first meet Zefram Cochrane , Cochrane serves them alcoholic beverages, which they take in lieu
of dancing. The Voyage Home , Vulcans are depicted as immune to the effects of alcohol though in the TOS
episode " The Naked Time " a strange affliction infects the crew, that has much the same effect as alcohol, and
Spock is also affected and becomes emotional, and even starts to cry. There are references to Vulcans
becoming inebriated by ingesting chocolate. This is alluded to in DS9 when Quark offers a Vulcan client some
Vulcan Port or chocolate, in speaking of which he implies something sexual. The novelization of Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home also shows Spock reacting almost as if drunk to the ingestion of sucrose , or common table
sugar, contained in a peppermint candy. He tells Kirk that it has the same effect on Vulcans as alcohol does on
humans. Mating drive[ edit ] Approximately every seven years, Vulcan males and females experience an
overpowering hormone imbalance known as pon farr , often focused on their mates or an object of desire, if
there is no mate or they are out of reach. Once triggered, a Vulcan must have sexual intercourse with someone,
preferably their mate. If this is not possible, meditation may be used to stabilize their chemical imbalances and
help them cope, though this is not always sufficient. In the event that neither of these solutions can be
achieved, the Vulcan will face insanity, loss of self-control, and death. If a mate is not available, there are
other ways to relieve the effects of the pon farr. The first is meditation , by means of which the Vulcan must
overcome the urge to mate through mental discipline. The second is violence. The violence ends the pon farr.
Kirk , his "best friend", thus providing sufficient shock to nullify the effects of pon farr. When he experienced
pon farr, Tuvok of the USS Voyager made use of a holodeck simulation of a temporary mate that resembled
his wife. This holodeck simulation was created because The Doctor was unavailable to administer, as the
dialog of the episode suggests, a medicine that he had prepared to help Tuvok overcome the effects of pon
farr. Enterprise episode " Bounty ". The Search for Spock , the regenerated adolescent Spock went through at
least two pon farr episodes at accelerated speed. As his mate was not available on the Genesis planet where
Spock underwent the two pon farr periods , it was implied that he mated with Lt. Saavik, a female
half-Vulcan, half-Romulan scientist on the crew of the Enterprise who showed compassion in guiding him
through the accelerated pon farr. In Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home , a deleted scene was intended to confirm
the implication i. Fontana , insists that pon farr is not the only time that Vulcans feel sexual desire or engage in
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sexual activity: Vulcans mate normally any time they want to. However, every seven years you do the ritual,
the ceremony, the whole thing. When you want to, you know when the urge is there, you do it. I mean, every
seven years would be a little bad, and it would not explain the Vulcans of many different ages that are not
seven years apart. There are instances of them living over two hundred and twenty years. Emotion[ edit ]
Vulcans are capable of experiencing extremely powerful emotions including becoming enraged enough to kill
their closest friend ; thus, they have developed techniques to suppress them. In the original series episode "The
Savage Curtain", Spock meets Surak and displays emotion, asking forgiveness. While most Vulcans do
maintain control over their emotions, the advanced ritual of Kolinahr is intended to purge all remaining
vestigial emotion; the word also refers to the discipline by which this state is maintained. Only the most
devoted and trained Vulcan students attain Kolinahr. The Motion Picture , Spock was unable to complete this
ritual after receiving powerful telepathic signals from space and experiencing strong emotions as a result. It is
stated that it does not translate properly into any Earth language. There is some evidence to support the
hypothesis that Vulcans who remain in close contact with humans for an extended period of time may become
adept at displaying restrained emotion in order to cooperate with humans, according to Duane. In her novel,
the young Sarek is quite emotional in her company, even laughing aloud. Not all Vulcan characters follow the
path of pure logic; some instead choose to embrace emotions. A group of renegade Vulcans who believed in
this was encountered in the Star Trek: The Final Frontier , was also fully emotional. In the pilot episode " The
Cage ", Spock showed much more emotion. This was due to the uncertainty about the character, which Nimoy
subsequently and quickly developed. Telepathy[ edit ] Many Vulcans are contact telepaths. They have been
observed taking part in several telepathy-related actions and rituals, including an instance in the Season 2
episode "The Immunity Syndrome" written by Robert Sabaroff , where Commander Spock was telepathically
aware of the simultaneous deaths of other Vulcans on a faraway ship whose crew was entirely Vulcan, the
USS Intrepid. In addition, in the Season 1 episode "A Taste of Armageddon", without physical contact, though
with considerable time and effort, Spock was able to telepathically foster enough doubt in the mind of his cell
guard to cause him to want to enter the cell to verify that his prisoners had not escaped. Sarek, with his control
eroded by Bendii Syndrome, caused much of the Enterprise-D crew to become violent when his emotions
influenced them without him touching them. Mind melds[ edit ] "Mind meld" redirects here. For the
documentary film, see Mind Meld. For other uses, see Mindmeld. A mind meld, first depicted in the TOS
episode " Dagger of the Mind ", is a technique for sharing thoughts, experiences, memories, and knowledge
with another individual, essentially a limited form of telepathy. It usually requires physical contact with a
subject, though instances of mind melds without contact have been seen for example, in the episode " The
Devil in the Dark ". Vulcans can perform mind melds with members of most other species, most notably
humans, with Jonathan Archer being the first known human participant in such a ritual in Even the Earth
humpback whale can be successfully melded with. The Ferengi are one of the few races known to be
impervious to the mind meld; mentally disciplined Cardassians may also be resistant to mind melds if properly
trained. It is not established if this potential ability is inherent to Cardassians, or if members of any race could
be trained to resist a mind meld. Machines, such as the Nomad probe, have been melded with even if only
through complete contact. Mind melds have been used to erase memories, as Spock performed on James T.
Mind melds can also allow more than one mind to experience memories and sensations, and sometimes even
interact with the memories, as seen in the Star Trek: Voyager episode " Flashback ". The mind meld can be
considered a terrible intimacy because of the strength of Vulcan emotions and the strict psycho-suppression
disciplines in which they are trained, and thus not to be taken lightly. Though mind melds are frequently
portrayed as a consensual act, that is not always the case. Leonard McCoy to learn what McCoy was keeping
secret. Mind melds can also be violating and potentially harmful under certain circumstances. In Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered Country , Spock forcefully used the technique on Valeris to discover information she had
that could be used to prevent a war; Valeris began screaming just before Spock broke the connection. In some
cases, some species are able to resist mind melds. The use of the mind meld was taboo for a period of time. As
originally depicted in TOS, mind melds were considered dangerous and potentially lethal. Over the course of
the original series, however, the element of risk was no longer mentioned, although it was revived on Star
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Trek: Some Vulcans appear with advanced mental abilities. For example, in the TOS episode " A Taste of
Armageddon ", Spock was once able to induce uncertainty in the mind of a prison guard on Eminiar VII, and
in the episode " The Devil in the Dark ", he was able to perform a limited mind meld with a horta without
actually making physical contact with the being. A character in the non-canon New Frontier book series
mentions "meld masters", implying that some Vulcans are either especially adept at or are able to perform
deeper, more intense melds through practice. It is made apparent that a touchless meld is limited in
effectiveness compared to physical melds. During more intense melds, the melder is sometimes shown using
both hands. Katra[ edit ] Some Vulcans appear able to " cheat death " by implanting their "katra" see also Ka
Egyptian soul , essentially their living essence or spirit, into an object or another person via a form of
mind-meld just before death. The history and mechanics of the katra have never been discussed in great detail
in canon. Katras can, on rare occasions, be returned to the body, effectively bringing an individual back from
the dead. The Wrath of Khan , implanted his katra into the mind of Dr. Subsequently, Spock recovered,
although it took some time to fully retrain his mind. Language[ edit ] The Vulcan language was the first alien
language introduced in the Star Trek franchise, in the Star Trek: Afterwards, one word was said in the episode
" Journey to Babel " and some others in Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star Trek: The language features
mostly in several chapters of Star Trek: Dialogue or phrases in Vulcan appeared in Star Trek:

Chapter 7 : Star Trek: Vulcan's Heart (Adapted) (Audiobook) by Josepha Sherman, Susan Shwartz | calend
The Vulcan language was the first alien language introduced in the Star Trek franchise, in the Star Trek: The Original
Series episode "Amok Time", including the concept of "pon farr" (time of mating).

Chapter 8 : Star Trek Enterprise S 04 E 07 The Forge / Recap - TV Tropes
Star Trek - Original Series - Vulcans Forge Just over a year ago, Captain James T. Kirk was lost in the Nexus while
saving the USS Enterprise-B from destruction.

Chapter 9 : Star Trek: Enterprise - Season 4, Episode 7: The Forge (1) - calendrierdelascience.com
After a bombing destroyed the Earth embassy on Vulcan, a group known as the Syrrannites are suspected. T'Pol
receives a map from her Syrrannite mother, leading into a dangerous desert, the Forge.
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